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Abstract—Important insights into many problems that are
traditionally analyzed via statistical models can be obtained
by re-formulating within a large-scale optimization framework.
The theoretical underpinnings of statistical models may shift
the goal of the solution space traversal from the traditional
search for an optimal solution to a traversal with the purpose of
yielding a set of high quality, independent solutions. We examine
statistical frameworks with astronomical solution spaces where
the independence requirement constitutes a significant additional
challenge for standard optimization methodologies. We design
a hybrid metaheuristic with intensification and diversification
protocols in the base search algorithm. Via our grant on the
Blue Waters supercomputer, we extend our algorithm to the high-
performance-computing realm. We experimentally demonstrate
the effectiveness of our algorithm to utilize multiple processors
to collaboratively hill climb, broadcast messages to one another
about the landscape characteristics, diversify across the land-
scape, and request aid in climbing particularly difficult peaks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Applications of large-scale optimization have risen with the
increase in data availability. The ability to extract, organize,
and analyze enormous stores of data is non-trivial, especially
as the desired analysis increases in sophistication. Optimiza-
tion techniques that may have been insightful for smaller data
sets may not scale with the increased data, rendering these
standard techniques infeasible for large data sets.

We examine issues that arise with large-scale optimization
applications, specifically at the intersection of computational
and statistical models. We propose a hybrid metaheuristic
approach tailored to 1) augment the exploration capabilities
necessary for a massive solution space as well as to 2)
overcome the obstacles that arise with additional complexity.
We develop intensification and diversification (I&D) proto-
cols, two heuristic components that have been recognized
as important in the design of global search methods [1].
Diversification refers to the search capability of visiting many
different regions of the solution space while intensification
refers to the ability to obtain high quality solutions within these
promising search regions. Diversification and intensification,

when applied appropriately during the evolutionary search
process for optimization problem-solving, can significantly im-
prove the performance of the search algorithm. Diversification
is also essential for statistical applications that require that the
identified solutions are independent of one another.

We additionally demonstrate these two strategies in a
parallel computing environment. As global synchronization
becomes a serious performance bottleneck, these search strate-
gies must be implemented using non-blocking and asyn-
chronous models. The asynchrony raises several interesting
considerations for the development of a global diversification
and intensification strategy. We develop a set of distributed
algorithms to implement and leverage asynchrony for efficient
evolutionary search on extreme-scale computing platforms.
Since inefficiencies in the sequential algorithm propagate in a
parallel environment, the need to refine and develop effective
I&D strategies becomes more pertinent.

II. OPTIMAL SUBSET SELECTION

We apply our algorithm to the NP-Hard problem of Optimal
Subset Selection (OSS), which is applicable to a wide set
of substantive applications. Cho et al. [2] recently showed
how OSS translates directly to the problem of making causal
inferences from observational data, and demonstrated how
an optimization approach nicely dovetails with the theoretic
statistical underpinnings, and yields new insights into the
statistical analysis. Enhancing the ability to make causal infer-
ences from observational data will stimulate research in a wide
variety of fields and enhance our understanding of a broad
array of phenomena, including the effects of DNR orders, the
impact of utero exposure to phenobarbital on intelligence, and
partisan bias in voting technology, to name but a few [3]–
[5]. OSS showcases both the enormous gain as well as the
additional challenges brought forth from requiring the solution
space traversal to produce a large set of identified solutions
where the individual solutions are statistically independent
from one another.



The solution space for the subset selection problem is
idiosyncratic with expansive plateaus throughout the landscape
because many subsets have significant overlap. In addition,
the solution space is heroically large. Consider that if there
are 100 units from which to choose a subset of 10, there are(
100
10

)
= 1.73×1013 possible subsets. Substantive applications

of the subset selection problem are much larger, often with
tens of thousands of units from which one commonly wishes
to choose subsets of a few hundred.

III. HYBRID OPTIMIZATION HEURISTIC

We implement a hybrid heuristic with genetic algorithm and
tabu search features. A sequential GA has been implemented
for OSS, which for the benchmark LaLonde data set, identifies
a better solution than that found by any other method [6].
Whether there exists a better solution is an open question,
since no one has conducted an exhaustive search of the
approximately

(
15,000
185

)
� 10300 possibilities. Perhaps more

interestingly and unique for the particular application to causal
inferences, which is why it is particularly apt for our study
here, is that the application requires not an optimal solution,
but needs to identify a random subset of independent solutions
that surpass a randomization threshold for covariate similarity.

With parallel computing, I&D becomes increasingly com-
plex and critical. We resolve a major communication bottle-
neck by adopting an asynchronous communication mecha-
nism [7]. We eliminate the costly global synchronization where
the message passing time ranged from 42% on 240 cores to
72% on 960 cores. Asynchronous communication reduces this
cost to 0.007% on 240 cores and 0.01% on 960 cores.

The basic message passing structure of the algorithm utilizes
MPI and increases efficiency by initiating collaborative hill
climbing at difficult points of the optimization. Once the multi-
processor search surpasses set optimization thresholds, the
processors resume with sequential searching. The thresholds
are set adaptively and respond to rises and falls in the number
of iterations required to identify solution improvements.

Diversification is achieved through two design features.
A global tabu list, comprised of found solutions, directs
processor effort, preventing overlapping searches in similar
parts of the solution space. Each processor scans the global
tabu list and randomly restarts if there is substantial overlap
with previously identified solutions. The second diversification
feature is scatter(), which is invoked at regular intervals once
a processor has exceeded a particular solution quality. When
processors exceed a particular solution quality, they query
all other processors that have also exceeded that particular
solution quality. If the processors are searching in similar
regions of the solution space, they scatter to another area.

We conducted a series of experiments with a data set
that has 100 non-overlapping solution subsets of size 25
among 15,000 total observations. Each of these subsets has
a different outcome value and provides a well-matched subset
to a simulated treatment group. For the optimization to be
effective in this statistical setting, it needs to identify the 100
distinct and independent subsets to perfectly recover the mean

TABLE I
Experiments using Diversification and Intensification Protocols

Procs Diversification Intens
Off 0.03 0.10 0.50 1.0 On

128 51015.44 2543.64 2282.84 2467.94 2378.25 72000.00+
256 24960.13 1192.03 1243.31 1581.60 1709.57 12371.78
512 11753.56 516.16 614.73 839.83 1257.22 3970.31

1024 7949.98 405.83 388.88 836.94 1030.72 1248.74
Time shown in seconds

of the underlying distribution for the treatment effect. Table I
shows the effectiveness of our diversification protocol. We
recorded the time (in seconds) that it took to recover all 100
solutions. The threshold (0.03, 0.10, 0.50, 1.0) at which we
invoke the scatter() feature appears to matter for scalability.
While the thresholds seem inconsequential for 128 processors,
at 1.0, it is considerably less effective than at 0.10 for 1024
processors. At 0.10, we see approximate linear speedups. At
all levels, however, the increase in performance is considerable
when compared to turning the diversification feature off. We
will explore how to make this feature adaptive and able to
self-set at a maximally efficient level.

Our intensification protocol is adaptive, invoked when no
new elite has been identified for 200 iterations. Processors
choose probabilistically to provide aid, with probability in-
creasing as iterations without the identification of a new elite
increases. The scalability of the protocol is super-linear, start-
ing off worse than if no protocol was running, but improving
dramatically. Likely, our simulated data does not present a suf-
ficiently challenging problem for the intensification protocol
to provide much benefit. We will explore this further.
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